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Abstract 
NBstasescu, C. and B. Torrecillas, Relative graded Clifford theory, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 83 (1992) 177-196. 
We give a relative version of the ‘Graded Clifford Theorem’. The relative graded Clifford 
theorem is a powerful tool in the study of V-cocritical objects of the category R-gr where %’ is a 
rigid localizing subcategory of R-gr. We apply the result to the study of Gabriel (Krull) 
dimension of a graded module. 
1. Introduction 
Let R = errEG R, be a G-graded ring where G is a group with identity element 
1 and let R-gr be the category of G-graded left R-modules. If 2 is a gr-simple 
module, i.e. a simple object of the Grothendieck category R-gr, then a,[21 
denotes the full additive subcategory of R-mod whose objects are the left 
R-modules subgenerated by 2 (i.e. isomorphic to submodules of quotient mod- 
ules of direct sums of copies of 2). Then the ‘graded Clifford theorem’ asserts 
that a,[Z] is equivalent to the category A-mod of left A-modules, where 
A = End,(Z). The equivalence is given by the functors 
and 
Hom,(X, -) : a,[C]+ A-mod 
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This result was first proved by Dade 12, 31 and it was extended to a more gcncral 
context in IS], where it was also shown that the graded Clifford theorem is ;I very 
powerful tool in the study of g-simple modules. 
The aim of this paper is to give a more general version of the graded Clifford 
theorem. 
More exactly. if ‘6 is ;I rigid localizing subcategory of category K-gr and 
A4 E Ii-gr. then M is called %‘-simple (or ‘6-cocritical) if ( 1) M is %-torsionfrcc 
and (2) for any nonzcro graded submodule M' of M, M/M' E t. It is clear that if 
‘6 = {O}. then M is %-simple if and only if M is g-simple. 
If % is ;I rigid localizing subcategory of R-g, we denote by ‘6 the smallest 
localizing subcategory of R-mod containing %. We denote by u,<[ M] i'? n w,<[ M] 
the quotient category of rr,<[M] by ‘? n wH[M], and by 
the canonical functor. We can consider the object 2 = T(M) and its ring of 
endomorphisms A = End(L’). Then the main result of this paper is Theorem 5.2 
(the Relative Clifford Theorem) which says that if M is ‘h-simple then the 
quotient category v,,[ 2 ] /‘Z n u,<[A”] is equivalent to the category J-mod via the 
functor 
The structure of the ring J. given by Theorem 5.3. is very important in the 
applications. The applications of the Relative Clifford Thcorcm to the study of 
Gabriel (Krull) dimension arc given in Section 6 and we also obtain a relative 
Maschkc’s Theorem. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
Throughout this paper. all rings R will bc associative and with identity. and all 
modules will be left R-modules. The category of left R-modules will bc dcnotcd 
by R-mod. Let G be a (multiplicative) group with identity. together with a 
direct-sum decomposition R = @,,cc; R(, (as additive subgroups) such that 
It is well known that R, is ;I subring of R. and 1 E R,. If in (1) WY have quality. 
i.e. R,,R; = R,_ for all (7,~ E G, then R is called a sfrnngly puded ring. It is easy 
to see that R is strongly graded if and only if R,,R,, / = R, for any CJ E G. If fo1 
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any u E G, R, contains an invertible element, then R is called a crossed product. 
It is obvious that if R is a crossed product, then R is strongly graded. By a left 
G-graded R-module we understand a left R-module M plus an internal direct-sum 
decomposition M = @ crEG M, (as additive subgroups) such that 
R&T c MC,, for all (~,r E G 
We denote by R-gr the category of left G-graded R-modules. If M = BrrEC; MC, 
and N =@ rrt(; NC, are two G-graded modules, then Hom,.,,(M, N) consists of 
the R-homomorphisms f : M + N such that f(M,,) & N, for every (T E G. As it is 
well known [ll], R-gr is a Grothendieck category. If M = @,rEci M, is a graded 
R-module, h(M) will stand for the set of all homogeneous elements of M, i.e. 
h(M) = u ,,E(; M,\(O). If m E M, m #O we can write m = zrrS(; rn<, where 
m,, E M,,; the finite set { mrr ) (T E G, m,, f 0} is called the set of homogeneous 
components of m. If M = @ hEC; M, is a graded R-module and cr E G, then the 
a-suspension of M is defined as the graded module M(o) obtained from M, by 
setting M(o), = MA,,. The cT-suspension functor 
T<, : R-gr+ R-gr 
defined by T,(M) = M(o) is an equivalence of categories. We denote by 
G(M) = {o-E G 1 M(P)- M}. Clearly G(M) . 1s a subgroup of G which is called 
the stabilizer of M. If G(M) = G, then M is called G-invariant. It is clear that for 
any M E R-gr, the graded module $,,Ec M(V) is G-invariant. Let M and N be 
graded R-modules. For each g E G we set 
HOW CM, N) ,r 
= { f : M -+ N ( f is R-linear and f(M,) c N,(, VA E G} 
= Horn &M1 N(c)) = Hom,.,,(M(a-‘), N) 
HOM,<(M, N)(, is an additive subgroup of the group Hom,(M, N) of all R- 
homomorphisms from M to N, and HOM,(M N) = emtc HOM,(M, N),, is a 
subgroup of Hom,(M, N) and it is, in fact, a G-graded abelian group. Clearly, 
HOM,<(M, N), is just HomR_g,r(M, N). It is well known that if M is finitely 
generated or G is a finite group. then HOM,(M, N) = Hom,(M, N) [ll]. If 
N = M, we denote END,(M) = HOM,(M, M); then A = END,(M) is a G- 
graded subring of A = End,(M). 
Let & be a Grothendieck category. A full subcategory +Z of ~2 is called closed 
(see [4, p. 39.51) if % is closed under subobjects, quotient objects and direct sums. 
If % is, furthermore, closed under extensions, then (e is called a localizing 
subcategory of s2. It may be easily seen that a closed subcategory of a Grothen- 
dieck category is also a Grothendieck category. If % is closed, the sum of all the 
subobjects, r,%<(M), of M E ti which belong to %‘, defines a left exact subfunctor 
t, : .d’* .d of the identity of &, which is called the preradical functor associated 
to %. If M E ti and M = t,,(M), then M is said to be %-torsion; if t., (M) = 0. then 
M is called a W-torsionfree object. If %’ is a Grothendieck category and M E ti is 
an arbitrary object, we denote by a,[M] (or shortly a[M]) the class of all the 
objects of SB subgenerated by M (i.e. isomorphic to subobjects of quotient objects 
of direct sums of copies of M). Then u , [M] is a closed subcategory of .d 
containing M. As in [ 15, p. 1221, an arbitrary Grothendicek category .& is a locally 
finitely generated (resp. locally noetherian, locally artinian) category if it has a 
family of finitely generated (resp. noetherian, artinian) generators. (Recall that an 
object M E & is called finitely generated if, whenever M = c,E, M, for a direct 
family of subobjects M, of M, there exists an index i,, such that M = M,,,.) 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that ~4 is u locally finitely generated Grothendieck 
cutegory, 
(i) If‘ M E &. then q[ M] is locally finitely generated. 
(ii) If M is noetheriun (resp. crrtininn), then CJ,, [ M] is locally noetheriun (resp. 
locully urtiniun). 
Proof. (i) In fact, we have the more general result: if % is a closed subcategory of 
,vJ, then % is locally finitely generated. Indeed. assume that {I/, 1 i E f} is a family 
of finitely generated generators. It is clear that if we denote by {V, ) j E J} the 
family of all objects V, from % that are homomorphic images of some object U,, it 
is a family of generators for the category ‘X:. Since I/, is finitely generated, any 
homomorphic image of it is also finitely generated. 
(ii) With the above notation, we consider the particular case ‘t, = CT, ,[M]. Since 
V, E %‘, there exists an epimorphism 
such that V, c X (V, is a subobject of X). Since V, is finitely gencrated, there exists 
a finite subset K of A such that V, is a subobject of X’ = u(M’“‘). If M is 
noetherian (resp. artinian), then M (K) is noetherian (resp. artinian) and therefore 
X’ is noetherian (resp. artinian). Hence V, is noetherian (resp. artinian). Thus 
u,[M] is locally noetherian (resp. locally artinian). 0 
Assume now that (6’ is a localizing subcategory of &. As in [4], M E .d is called 
%-closed if t,,(M) = 0 (i.e. M is %-torsionfree) and for any exact sequence 
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such that Coker u E 92 and for any morphism f : N’+ A4 there exists (a unique) 
morphism g : N+ M such that gu = 5 
If % is a localizing subcategory of ~2, we can define the quotient category 
&I%‘, which is also a Grothendieck category. We denote T., : d+ ,sPiCe, and 
S, : d/q-, d the canonical functors (see [4, Chapter III]). It is well known that 
T., is an exact functor and Sr6 is a right adjoint for T,, . Moreover, Sf6 is a left exact 
functor. If $J : T,CS,6 -+ l,d,, and $ : l,, + S, T,, are the natural transformations of 
functors, then 4 is an isomorphism. Further, if M E J& then we have the exact 
sequence 
O+ Ker +(M)-, M% S6 T,, (M) * Coker 4(M) -+ 0 , 
where Ker $(M) and Coker I/J(M) belongs to %. Also M E & is V-closed if and 
only if the canonical morphism I/I(M) is an isomorphism. 
3. Adjoint functors and localization 
Recall that if F : sd-+ B and G : 3 + d are additive functors between 
Grothendieck categories, F is a left adjoint of G (or G is a right adjoint of F) if 
there exists a natural equivalence 
cp : Hom,(F(-), -)+Hom,Vj(-, G(-)). 
It is well known that in this case F is right exact and G is left exact. 
Theorem 3.1. Let F : ,x4- $23 and G : 243 --, d be functors between Grothendieck 
categories such that F is left adjoint of G. Let % (resp. 9) be a localizing 
subcategory of ~4 (resp. 93). Assume that F(q) C 9. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(i) If NE93 is 9- torsionfree, then G(N) is %-torsionfree. 
(ii) Lf F is an exact functor and NE 93 is B-closed, then G(N) is %-closed. 
Proof. (i) Let X= T+_(G(N)). We have 
HomJX, G(N)) = Hom,,(F(X), N) . 
Since F(%) C 9, then F(X) E 9, and therefore Hom,#(F(X), N) = 0; hence 
Hom,$<(X, G(N)) = 0. Thus X = 0. 
(ii) We consider the exact sequence in the category & 
o+ x1-s X-+ Coker u -+ 0 
where Coker u E ‘G. Since F is exact, then we have an exact sequence 
(I-_, F(X)2 F(X)+ F(Coker u)-+O 
where F(Coker U) E 9. Since N is P-closed, we have the exact sequence 
Hom,,(F(W, N)+ Hom,,(F(X’), N)+O 
Applying the natural transformation CF. we get that the sequence 
Horn ,(X, G(N))+Hom,,(X’, G(N))-+0 
is exact, and therefore G(N) is %-closed. 0 
Theorem 3.2. With the llypothesis of Theorem 3.1, denote h> 
the cunonicul functors. Assume that F is an exuct functor. If F = T1 0 Fa S, and 
G = T, 0 Go ST, then ? i.r a left udjoint of the functor G, F is exact and Fo T, = 
T, 0 F. Moreorjer, if G(2) c % and G is exact. then G is exuct. 
Proof. Let 4 denote the full subcategory of & consisting of the ‘Z-closed objects, 
then T, and S, induce an equivalence between 9 and .&I%. By Theorem 3.1, 
GS,(% 1% ) c 3, hence we can regard G 0 S1 as a functor from !% I9 to 3. By 
composition we obtain that F is a left adjoint of G. 
Now, we prove that F is exact. Since F is a left adjoint, it is enough to see that 
it is left exact. Now S, is left exact, and F and T, are exact, the result follows. 
We still need to prove that Fo T, = T2 0 F. Indeed if XE .d then (Fo T,)(X) = 
(T, 0 Fo S, 0 T,)(X). But from the exact sequence 
O+ Ker $,(X)-t X- “(“) (S, 0 T,)(X)+Coker $,(X)+0 
where Ker I/I,, and Coker $, belong to K (here $,(X) is the canonical morphism), 
we obtain the exact sequence 
(I+ (T, 0 F)(Kcr $,(X))+(T1o F)(X) (‘~‘“‘)“L’(s’) > 
+ (T, 0 F)(S, o T, )(X)--+ (T,oF)(Coker 4,(X))+O. 
Since F( %) c % and T,(9) = {O}, then ( TL 0 F)( $,(X)) is an isomorphism. Hence 
FoT,=T,o~. q 
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4. Localization in R-gr 
Let R = $ r,tC; R<, be a G-graded ring. We denote by U : R-gr+ R-mod the 
forgetful functor; U is an exact functor. It is well known that U has a right adjoint 
[ll] F : R-mod+ R-gr, which is defined as follows: if M E R-gr, then F(M) is the 
additive group @C,rEG (“M) (where each “M is a copy of M, “M = {“x 1 x E M}) 
with the R-module structure given by a * “X = “‘(ax) for a E R,. Obviously, the 
gradation of F(M) is given by F(M),, = “M, rr~ G, and iffEHom,(M, N), then 
F(f) E Hom,_,,(F(M), F(N)) is given by F(f)(n) = “f(x). We remark that F is 
an exact functor. Note also that U(F(M)) need not be a direct sum of copies of 
M, since the component “M is not an R-submodule, but just an R,-submodule of 
F(M). On the other hand, it is easy to see that if ME R-gr, then F(U(M)) = 
@,,tc;M(a) (see [13, L emma 3.11). If M E R-mod, we have the canonical 
epimorphism in R-mod 
such that CX(“X) = X, x EM. 
Proposition 4.1. The functor F commutes with direct sums 
Proof. Let M = @,E, M,. Since M, C M we have the canonical morphism 
u : @,E, F(M,)+ (M). We define the canonical morphism u : F(M)-+ @,t, M, in 
the following way: if “X E F(M), where x = zlt, x,, X, E M,, then we put u(“x) = 
c ,=, i,. It is easy to show that u 0 u = l~,,,FCM,j and u ou = l,(,,. Cl 
Let now % be a closed subcategory of R-gr. If for any M E % and u E G we 
have M(a) E ‘e, then Y is called a rigid closed subcategory of R-gr. WC denote by 
(G the smallest closed subcategory of R-mod containing %‘. By Proposition 2.1 of 
[5], an R-module M belongs to @ if and only if there exists N E % such that M is 
isomorphic to a quotient of N. By Proposition 2.3 of [5], if ME @, then 
F(M) E %. 
The following result will be very useful in the sequel (it is another version of 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 of [5]): 
Proposition 4.2. With the above notation, we have the equality 
@={MER-modIF(M)E%}. 
Proof. Let 021 = {M E R-mod 1 F(M) E %‘}. S’ mce F is an exact functor and com- 
mutes with arbitrary direct sums (Proposition 4.1) it follows that Q is a closed 
subcategory of R-mod. If M E %, since F(M) = $,tC; M(a) and since % is rigid. 
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it follows that F(M) E Ce. Therefore % c %. Let 9 be another closed subcategory 
of R-mod such that % C 9. If M E o%, F(M) E %, and hence F(M) E 9. Since M 
is a homomorphic image of F(M) in R-mod, it follows that M E 9. Hence 011 C 9, 
and therefore % = 5%‘. •i 
Proposition 4.3. Let G! and % be two rigid closed subcategories of R-gr such that 
% c s4. if $2 is localizing subcategory in ~4, then g is a localizing sl~b~ategory in 2. 
Proof. Since (e is a closed subcategory in R-mod, then (e is also a closed 
subcategory in .& We show that if we have the exact sequence 
such that M’,M” E 5% and M E 2, then M E (e. 
Since F is an exact functor, we have the exact sequence 
O-+ F(M’)-+ F(M)+ F(M”)+O. 
By Proposition 4.2 we have that F(M’),F(M”) E +I? and F(M) E A$. Since ‘% is 
localizing subcategory in &, then F(M) E %. Since M is a homomorphic image of 
F(M), it follows that M E (e. Thus (e is a localizing subcategory of 2. q 
Let J&? and (e be two rigid closed subcategories of R-gr such that 5%’ C J$ and 95’ is 
a localizing subcategory of .k We let (e and ZC? denote, as above, the smallest 
closed subcategories of R-mod containing 5% and ,rQ, respectively. By Proposition 
4.3 we have that @ is a localizing subcategory of 2. We consider the functors 
R-gr & R-mod , 
F 
(2) 
where U is the forgetful and F is the right adjoint of U. By Proposition 4.2, we 
have F(A) C ~2 and F(q) C 92’. Hence we have the canonical functors 
(3) 
In fact, in (3) U and F are the restrictions of the functors from (2). Let 
be the canonical functors associated to the quotient categories. We denote by 
o= T20UoS, and by 
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F = T, 0 Fo S2. By Theorem 3..1, F is a right adjoint of u and F and (i are exact 
functors. Also (0) 0 T, = T2 0 U. We give now some more properties of the 
functors 0 and F. 
Proposition 4.4. The functor F commutes with direct sums. 
Proof. Let (Y,)rE, a family of objects from a/g and put Y = @,E, Y,. We have 
the canonical morphism 
~SL(yI) 0 S?(Y). 
Since T2 is an exact functor that commutes with direct sums and T, 0 S, = l,,?, i 1 
then T?(a) is an isomorphism. Then Ker (Y and Coker cy belong to (e. Hence 
F(Ker a),F(Coker a) E % and we get that (T, 0 F)(a) is an isomorphism. Since F 
commutes with direct sums (Proposition 4. l), we have 
and therefore F(Y) = % F( Y,). 17 
Recall [S, 141, that in a Grothendieck category &, an object z’ E & is called 
small if the functor 
Hom,,,,(C, -) : s!2-Ab 
commutes with direct sums. Obviously, any finitely generated object in ,ti is small. 
Proposition 4.5. With the above notation, if 2 E &I% is a small object. then i?(X) 
is small in 2142. 
Proof. Let Y = @,=, Y, be a direct sum in 21%. Then by Theorem 3.2 and 
Proposition 4.4 we have that 
Therefore, C?(X) is a small object. 0 
Proof. I .et 1’ l .:;i ? hc an arbitrary object of the catcgor’y .:?/‘/.. Then ,Cl( Y) E: .c? 
and thcrcfore there exists X E .:i/ such that S,(Y) is ;I homomorphic image of X. 
Since (T,(M(rr)) / (I E C;) is ;I familv cbf generators of the category .ei/ii,. then 
there c\tir;t\ ;IH cpimcrrphism in the r:;rtcgc>ry .dl C 
whcl-s ( ‘T; ),, , ik ;I f:lmilv of elements of G. We have the exact scquencc 
such that C ‘okcr /3 5: (. Since / is rigid. then 
such that C’okcl- II’ E ‘6. 
Since ‘f c ? and 7‘, commutes with direct sums. WC have the canonical 
cy~morphiam 
But U(S,T,(M)(g,)) = CJS,T,(M); so we have an epimorphism 
We have the canonical morphism 
x= (S, T,)(X) 
where Ker I,/J, (X),Coker I,!J, (X) E %. Since % C !Z, it follows that 
(T20 UoS, 0 T,)(X)= T?(U(X)) = T?(X). On the other hand, Y is a homomor- 
phic image of T,(X), since ?‘? 0 S>(Y) = Y; and T,o lie S, = 0. ‘I‘herefore there 
exists an epimorphism 
(O(T,(M)))“‘+ Y-0. 
Thus (fi(1))“‘-+ Y+ 0 and o(Z) is a generator of the category ~$12. Ll 
5. Relative graded Clifford theory 
Let & be a Grothendieck category and % a localizing subcategory of &. A 
non-zero object M E &! is called %-simple (or %-cocritical) if (1) M is %- 
torsionfree and (2) for any non-zero subobject M’ # 0 of M, we have M/M’ E %. 
If T : d-+ d/T is the canonical functor, then M is %-simple if and only if M is 
%-torsionfree and T(M) is a simple object in the category ~41%:. As in [15], an 
object M E & is called %-semicocritical if there exists a finite set K,, K,, . , k’,) 
of subobjects of M such that n;:‘_, K, = 0 and M/K, is %-simple (%-cocritical) for 
each i = 1, . . , n. A category ~4 is called semisimple if every object of .d is 
semi-simple (i.e. every object of & is a direct sum of simple objects). By 
Proposition 0.2 of [lo], if M is %-torsionfree, then M is %:-semicocritical if and 
only if T(M) is a semi-simple object of finite length in the category &‘i%‘. 
If M E &, we can consider the closed subcategory cr[hZ]. Then if % is a 
localizing subcategory of .J&‘, % n a[M] t IS a localizing subcategory of U[ M]. 
Proposition 5.1. The following ussertions hold with the above notcltion: 
(i) M is %-simple if and only if M is % fl u[M]-simple, considered as an ol>jec.t 
in the curegory a[M]. 
(ii) IfM=$,,,M, and if each M,, i E I is %-simple, then the quotient cutegory 
m[ M] i% n (r[ M] is semisimple. 
Proof. Assertion (i) is obvious; so we prove only (ii). Let 7‘ : CT[ M] -j 
c[M]/% rl a[M] be the canonical functor. If YE a[M]/% f1 u[M]. then there 
exists N E a[M] such that Y = T(N). But then there exists an object P E .JS? and 
an epimorphism M”)& P--,0 for some set I. such that N is a subobject of P. 
Since T is exact and commutes with direct sums, we have the exact sequence 
T(M)“‘2 T(P)+O. 
By (i), T( M,) is a simple object in the quotient category V[ M] /X f’ a[ M] for any 
i E I. Thercforc T(P) is semi-simple and so Y = T(N) is also semisimple. Hence 
rr[M]/% n rr[M] is a semisimpic category. 0 
Remark. By the proof of Proposition 5.1, the family { T(M,) 1 i E f} is a family of 
generators in the category a[ M] /% n V[ M]. 
If R is a G-graded ring, wc consider the category .ci( = R-gr. Let V’ be a rigid 
localizing subcategory of R-gr and M E R-gr. If M is ‘6-simple (or %-cocritical). 
then M is called a gr-%-simple module. 
Let % be the smallest localizing subcategory of R-mod containing %‘. WC 
consider the category u,([ M]. where M is considered as an object in R-mod, i.c. 
a,<[ M] is the class of all R-modules subgenerated by M. Since ‘2 n tr,<[M] is a 
localizing subcategory of v,<[ M], we denote by 7‘ : u,<( Ml+ v,<[ M] /% n rr,[ M] 
the canonical functor. We denote by 2 = T(M) and by 3 = End(Z) the ring of 
endomorphisms of the object 2’. 
With the above notation, we arc now in a position to give the main result of this 
paper. 
Theorem 5.2. (Kelative Clifford Theorem) ALs.sumc thut M is a gr-‘C-simple 
modllle. Therl 2. is u smull projective gerwator in the quotierlt cutqory a,,,[ M] I’% n 
uR[ M]. In prticulrrr, it fdlows thrrt the fimctor 
Proof. We denote by u”[M] = v,~~,.[@,,~,, M(u)]. Since ecrt(; M(v) is a G- 
invariant graded R-module. then u”[ M] is a rigid closed subcategory of R-q. 
Obviously, we have (~"[A41 = v,~[M]. S’ lncc M is gr-‘K-simple and % is a rigid 
localizing subcategory of R-gr, then M(w) is gr-%,-simple for any u E G. By 
Proposition 5.1 WC get that w”‘[M] /% n rr”[ M] is a semi-simple category. 
We prove now the equality Y, f’ tr”[M] = ((; n u,,[M]. Since ‘6 n tr”[M] C 
‘6 f? u,<[ M]. then yJ n rrsr[ M] c % n a,([ M]. Conversely, if NE G? n (T,<[ M], then 
NE ‘6 and by Proposition 4._. 3 F(N) E %‘. Since F(N) = @,r,,; N(U) and F is an 
exact functor. it is clear that F(N) E @‘[M]. Hence F(N) E ‘6 n v”[M]. By 
Proposition 4.2, WC obtain that NE ‘6 f’ v”‘[M]. 
We denote by 
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Tg’ : a”‘[M]+ a”‘[M]/% n ag’[M] 
the canonical functor. If S (resp. S”‘) denotes the right adjoint of T (resp. Tgr), 
we denote by 0 and F the functors 
and 
fi = To uos”’ : a”‘[M] 1% n a”‘[M] + u,[M] i(e n a,(M] 
By the Remark after Proposition 5.1, the family { T”‘(M(m)) 1 u E G} is a family 
of generators in the quotient category a”[M] /% n a”‘[M]. By Proposition 4.8 we 
get that t!?(T”‘(M)) is a generator in the category a,[M]/(e fl F~[M]. But 
(00 T”‘)(M) = (ToUOS”’ 0 T”‘)(M). We have the exact sequence 
O-+ Ker $g’(M)+ M ‘r’(M) - (Sgro T”‘)(M)-+Coker $“‘(M)+O, 
where Ker $“‘(M),Coker $“‘(M) E (e C @. Hence To U($,“‘(M)) is an isomor- 
phism. Therefore, I/(T”(M)) 2: T(M). H ence 2 is a generator in the category 
v~[M] /% n g,<[M]. On the other hand, by Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 it follows 
that C is a small projective generator. Thus, by Mitchell’s Theorem (see [8, 
Theorem 4.1, p. 1041) it follows that the category a,[M] l(e fl c~R[M] is equivalent 
to A-mod via the functor 
Remark. If in Theorem 5.2 we put %’ = {0}, then M is %-simple if and only if M 
is gr-simple (i.e. simple object in R-gr). In this case we obtain that vR[M] is 
equivalent with the category A-mod, where A = End,(M), via the functor 
Hom,(M, -) : a,[M]+ A-mod. 
This particular case of Theorem 5.2 is exactly 
[3] and [5]. 
the graded Clifford Theorem in [2], 
For the applications of Theorem 5.2 it will be very important to study the ring 
A=End <rR,M,i’z”<rR,M,(-% h w ere _X = T( U(M)). We have the exact sequence 
O-+ Ker 4”‘(M)+ M ‘“‘CM) -----+(S”‘oT”‘)(M)+Coker I/I”(M)-+O, 
where Ker IClg’(M),Coker t/P’(M) E (e fl crg’[M]. Hence Ker $“(M), 
Coker 4”‘(M) E (e fl a,[M], and therefore .X = (To U)((Sg’~ T”‘)(M)). Hence 
we can assume that M -((Sgro T”‘)(M), i.e. M is %Y rl cT”[M]-closed. 
We denote by H = G(M) the stabilizer of M, i.c. 
Since Y;’ fl u~‘[ M] ‘: t\ a rigid localizing subcategory of v”‘[ M], then 
H = (a E G ) T”‘(M(u)) = T”‘(M)} 
We consider the G-graded ring d = END,(M). This ring is a subring of 
End,<(M), i.e. the ring of all R-endomorphisms of M. We have the following 
result. 
Proposition 5.3. With the above hypotheses, we huve the following ussertions: 
(1) END,<(M) = End,<(M). 
(2) For uny a$H, END,(M),, =O. 
(3) If’(r E H, then every non-zero element of END,(M) is an invertible element 
in the ring END,<(M). In particular. END,<(M), is u division ring. 
(4) We huve End,(M) =@<,=,, END,?(M),, und End,(M) is an H-crossed 
product. 
Proof. ( I) Let f E End,(M). We consider a non-zero finitely generated graded 
submodule M’ of M. Since T”‘(M) is a simple object in the quotient category 
cr”[Mj/% n &‘[MJ, then MIM’E % n rr”‘[M]. 
Let g =f],,,,. Since M’ is finitely generated, then gEHOM,(M’, M), i.c. 
g=R, +. . . + g,. where g, : M’--, M is an R-morphism of degree V, E G. Now by 
the hypothesis M is ‘6 n cr”‘[M]-closed in the category v~‘[M]. We consider the 
diagram 
O- M’- MA MIM’~O 
e;I / ‘1, 
M(~J,) 
where M/M’ E % n u”[M] and g, E Hom,3_r,.(M’. N(cr,)). Since M(u)) remains 
% n cr”‘[M]-closed, then there exists h, E Hom,<_,,(M, M(cr,)) such that h,ll,, = 
s,. If we put h = h, + ... + h,, then h E END,<(M) and (f’- g)(M’) = 0. Then 
there exists a morphism u : M/M’ +M such that f’-h=uorr. But MIM’E 
% n #[Ml, then MIM’E % fi CT[MJ and therefore u(M/M’) E (6 n a[M]. Since 
M is %-torsionfree, then M is also ‘@-torsionfree. Thus u(M/M’) = 0 and there- 
fore f - g = 0; so f = g. Hence f E END,(M). 
(2) Let u E G, crjZH. Assume fE END,<(M),,. f‘#o. Hence J‘E 
Hom,+.(M, M(P)). Therefore. T”‘(f) : T”‘(M)+ T”(M(a)) and T”‘(f) f0 be- 
cause M(a) is %-torsionfree. Since 7’“‘(M) and T”(M((r)) are simple objects, it 
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follows that Tg’ is an isomorphism. Hence T”‘(M) = T”‘(M(u)), and cr@;lH, 
which is a contradiction. 
(3) Assume now that IT E H and let fEEND,(M),, and f#O. Then f6Z 
Hom,_g:,(M, M(a)). If T”‘(f) : Tg’(M)+ T”‘(M(v)) is the zero morphism, then 
Im f E % f’ #[Ml. Since M(c) is % n a”‘[M]-torsionfree, then Im S= 0. Hence 
f= 0, which is a contradiction. 
Since T”(M) and T”‘(M(cr)) are simple objects and Tg’( f) # 0, then T”(f) is 
an isomorphism. Therefore (S”’ 0 T”’ )(f) : (S”‘o T”)(M)-+ (S”‘o TR’)(M(u)) is 
an isomorphism. Since by hypothesis M = (S”o T”‘)(M), it follows that f is an 
isomorphism. 
(4) This follows from (2) and (3). 0 
Since we have the isomorphism 
To U = i?o T”’ (Theorem 3.2) , 
then we have that 
A=End V,M,/V%,M,(~) 
= Horn rr,~,i~~n+,,((~~ T”‘)(M), (00 T”)(M)) 
= HomVTfr,MII’r, n +lMI (T”(M), (6 ti)( T”‘(M))) 
Since Fo fi = Tg’ 0 Fo S 0 To CT 0 S”’ and since for the canonical morphism 
l//L”‘(M) 
M - (S”’ 0 T”‘)(M) 
we have Ker tig’(M),Coker 4”‘(M) E % II a”‘[M], then it follows that 
(So To CT 0 Sgr 0 T”)(M) ^I (So T)(M) . 
On the other hand, if we consider the exact sequence 
O-+Ker G(M)-+ M- ‘w) (So T)(M)+Coker IC/(M)+O 
where Ker cl/(M),Coker $(M) E (e tl a[M], then we obtain the exact sequence 
O+ F(Ker $(M))+ F(M)= (FoSo T)(M) 
--$ F( Coker $(M)) + 0 
where F(Ker t+!t(M)), and F(Coker I/J(M)) belong to % n #[Ml (Proposition 
4.2). 
Thus we have 
(Fo U)(T”(M)) = T”‘(F(M)) = 7”‘(,,$3;M(~)) = ,rg;T”‘(M(a)) 
Therefore, we have the canonical isomorphism of abelian groups 
Since we assumed that M = (S” 0 TF’)(M), then we conclude that 
(isomorphism of abelian groups). 
Then we define the canonical morphism of rings 
cp : End,<(M)+ A 
by q(f’) = 7‘(S) for any f‘E End,<(M). 
With the above notation, we have the following result. 
Theorem 5.4. The cunonicml morphism 
cp : End,(M)-+ 3 . 
q(f) = T(f) is an &morphism of rings. If we put ~3,~ = p(END,<(M),,) for LUZ~ 
CEG. then A=@ crCc; A,, und A is m H-crossed product. 
Proof. If ‘p( f‘) = 0, where f E End,<(M), then T(f) = 0 and therefore Im fE 
@ n rr[M]. But M is % n a(M]-torsionfree; hence Im f’= 0. Thcnf‘= 0; so q is an 
injective morphism. 
From the isomorphism (4) it follows that cp is also surjective. The rest of the 
theorem follows from Proposition 5.3. 0 
6. Applications 
Let R = CBrrEC; R,r be a G-graded ring and let % bc a rigid localizing subcate- 
gory of R-gr. If M E R-g, we denote by c”‘[M] the smallest closed subcategory 
of R-gr containing M. We consider the canonical functors 
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T”’ : c+‘[M]+ c~~~[M]l(e fl a”‘[M] 
and 
S”’ : c+‘[M]/% n cF[M]- cF[M] 
the right adjoint of T”‘. We denote by 
H = {a E G 1 T”‘(M) = T”‘(M(v))} . 
With the above notation we have the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. (Relative Maschke’s Theorem) Assume that M is %-simple (or 
%-cocritical) and the subgroup H is finite. If we put n = IHI, then either nM = 0 or 
M is %-semicocritical. 
Proof. We use the notions of Section 5. By the Relative Clifford Theorem we have 
that the quotient category a[M] l(e n (T[M] is equivalent to the category A-mod, 
where A = End,tMl,Ctn,,lMl (2) and C = (To U)(M). Assume now that nM # 0. 
Since M is %-cocritical, then we have the exact sequence 
where (Y,,(X) = nx, x E M and MInM E %. Then it follows that TB’(~,,) is an 
isomorphism. Since we have the commutative diagram 
M 
~~,l 
,M 
I 
W(M) 
I 
V(M) 
(Sgr 0 T”‘)(M)& (S”‘o T”‘)(M) 
where p,,(y) = ny for any y E (S”’ 0 T”‘)(M). Then it follows that p,, = 
(Sfr 0 T”‘)(a,,) and therefore n is invertible on N = (Sgro T”‘)(M). By Theorem 
5.4, A = END,(N) = eCrEH END,(N),. Since n is invertible in A, by the classi- 
cal Maschke’s Theorem, it follows that A is a semisimple artinian ring. By the 
Relative Clifford Theorem, the functor 
Hom(2, -) : a[ M] /(e fl a[ M] + A-mod 
is an equivalence of categories. Hence C is a semi-simple object of finite length. 
Therefore, M is %‘-semi-cocritical. 0 
Remarks. (1) In the paper [lo] this result was proved with other methods for the 
case in which G is a finite group (see [lo, Theorem 3.11). 
(2) When WC take ‘6 = (O), then M is %-simple if and only if M is a simple 
object in R-gr. In this cast H = C( MJ. Then. in this particular case we have the 
following result: if II = IC{ M}I < x and M is gr-simple, then either nM = 0 or M 
is semi-simple of finite length (this was proved in Theorem 3.2 of (51). 
Let .vI be a Grothendieck category. The Gabriel dimension of an object in .;xI 
can be defined by using the Gahricl filtrations on .:4 (see [7, p. 31). One considers 
the localizing subcatcgorics ‘fCV of .d and the canonical functors 
defined by transfinite recursion: ‘f,, = 0, T,, = identity functor of .~4. If a is not a 
limit ordinal, then ‘<<, is the smallest localizing subcategory of .~4 that contains all 
objects X E .4 such that T,r I, has finite length. If N is a limit ordinal, then X,, 
is the smallest localizing subcategory of .4. that contains U,j (* M,. When an 
object X belongs to ‘C,) , then we say that X has Gabriel dimension and G-dim X is 
the Icast such ordinal. 
If LY is not ;I limit ordinal, then an object X E ..d. which has the property that X 
is ‘6<, ,-simple. is called cw-simple. In particular X is l-simple if and only if X is a 
simple object in .:,d. 
If R is a (;-graded ring. WC can consider the cases when .v/ is R-gr or R-mod. 
We denote by ‘6 z’ (rap. f>(, ) the Gabriel filtration associated to the category K-gr 
(rap. R-mod). If M E R-gr. then we denote by gr-G-dim M (rap. G-dim M) the 
<jabricl dimension of M in R-gr (resp. in R-mod) in the case that this dimension 
exists. Then we have 
‘(. ,T’ = {M E R - gr 1 gr-G-dim M 5 u ) 
(req. 
‘f,, = (NER-mod/G-dimNiu)). 
WC obtained that % E’ (resp. %,, ) is a rigid localizing subcategory of R-gr (rap. is a 
localizing subcategory of R-mod) for all ordinals U. 
We recall that a group G is called polycyclic-by-finite if there exists a finite 
subnormal series 
I = G,, a (;, a a G,, = G 
such that each factor G, + ,/G, is a tinite or infinite cyclic group. The number of 
finite cyclic factors from this series is called the Hirch number of C; and is denoted 
by h(G) (it dots not depend on the particular series chosen). 
In connection with Gabriel dimension. if X E A? is an arbitrary object in the 
Grothendieck category .~4. we can define the Krull ditnemiorz of X, which will be 
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denoted by K-dim X (see [6, 121). This is defined by transfinite recursion as 
follows: if X = 0, K-dim X = (Y provided that there is no infinite descending chain 
x = x,, 3 x, 3 . . . 
of subobjects X, such that, for i = 1,2, . . , K-dim(X,_,/X,) y! cr. It is possible 
that there is no ordinal cy such that K-dim X = CY. In this case we say X has no 
Krull dimension. If XE ti has the Krull dimension, then it is well known that X 
has the Gabriel dimension and G-dim X 5 K-dim X + 1 (Corollary 2.2 of [7]). 
When X is a noetherian object, then G-dim X = K-dim X + 1 (Proposition 2.3 of 
[71). 
If X E .ti and LY is an ordinal, then X is called a-critical if K-dim X = (Y and 
K-dim X’ < (Y for each proper homomorphic image X’ of X. 
If ,r4 = R-gr or & = R-mod and M E R-gr we denote by gr-K-dim M (resp. 
K-dim M) the Krull dimension of M in R-gr (resp. R-mod) in the case this 
dimension exists. 
If R = @,rtC; R,, is a G-graded ring, where G is a polycyclic-by-finite group 
and M E R-gr is gr-noetherian, then M is noetherian in R-mod and moreover 
gr-K-dim M 5 K-dim M 5 gr-K-dim M + h(G) (see [ 11). 
We are now in position to state and prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 6.2. Let R = @,rEC; RC7 be a G-graded ring, where G is a polycyclic-by- 
finite group. Let M E R-gr such that gr-G-dim M = E + n, where e = 0 or F is a 
limit ordinal and n E .K. Then G-dim M exists and we have the inequality 
G-dim M 4 F + n( 1 + h(G)) 
Proof. We show the result by transfinite recursion on cr = e + n. 
If CY = 1, then gr-G-dim M = 1, and we reduce the proof (using the Loewy 
series) to the case when M is gr-simple. But in this case, from the above result, we 
have that M is noetherian in R-mod with K-dim M 5 h(G). Since G-dim M 5 
K-dim M + 1, then G-dim M 5 1 + lb(G). 
We suppose now that the assertion is true for all ordinals p < a = F + n. and 
prove it for cy. If a = F + n, n # 0, then we can reduce the problem to the case in 
which M is gr-a-simple, so that M is %‘L’_,-simple. For simplifying, we let 
% = %R’,. If T : a,[M]+ a,[M] /% f’ a,[ M] is the canonical functor, then by 
Theorem 5.2 we have that a,[M] /% n v~[ M] is equivalent to the category 
d-mod, where A = End ~r,l,M,i’n,,,~,Ml(T(M)). By Theorem 5.4 A is a H-crossed 
product, where H is subgroup of G. Since G is a polycyclic-by-finite group, then A 
is a (left and right) noetherian ring. Then T(M) is a noetherian object in the 
category c,J M] /% n a,[M] with the relative Krull dimension less than h(G). 
Now by [9, Proposition 1.31, we have that M has Gabriel dimension on R-mod 
and G-dim M 5 t: + (n - l)( 1 + h(G)) + h(G) + 1 = E + n( 1 + h(G)). 
Now it’ N = P is a limit ordinal, then M E W,:’ , , where 6,:’ , is the smallest 
localizing subcategory of K-p containing U,. (I YE’. But by the induction 
hypothesis. ‘6;’ c ‘L,” (a is limit ordinal). Hence ‘%!z’ c XC, and therefore M has 
the Gabriel dimension in R-mod and G-dim M 5 u. 0 
Remark. ‘This result generalizes the main results from [‘i’] 
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